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Page
8&9

Key Issues for UNSW & Randwick
Health and Education Precincts, Strategic Centres and
Collaboration Areas
Randwick is shown as a Health and Education Precinct on
page 8. Strategic Centres are shown separately on other
maps.
Collaboration areas are not shown in conjunction with these
precincts or centres.

Comments and Actions
Further Consideration Required
It is unclear from the map and elsewhere in the draft Plan that
Health and Education Precincts are also Strategic Centres. For
example, the figure on page 8 shows Randwick as a Health and
Education Precinct but Figure 12 (page 37) and other figures in the
draft show Randwick as a Strategic Centre.
Additionally, Figure 22 (page 65) shows Randwick as a Collaboration
Area.
Randwick is in fact, all three, but this is unclear from the draft Plan.

Greater Sydney context

10

Innovation Precincts, Corridors and Precincts

Further Consideration Required

The Eastern Harbour City will build an innovation precinct
that boosts productivity and global connections.

The innovation precinct concept is not clearly explained or defined
in the draft Plan. Reference is first made to an ‘innovation precinct’
on page 10, but then subsequently to an 'Innovation Corridor' and
‘innovation precinct’ (pages 54 & 58) and then 'Innovation Districts'
(page 60).

The innovation precinct concept is introduced in the District
Plan on page 10.
The draft Plan later describes Camperdown‐Ultimo health
and education precinct is part of an Innovation Corridor.
The draft Plan states that Randwick is an innovation precinct
(page 50) but then later describes Randwick has having the
potential to become an Innovation District (page 60).

The Plan should refer to either an Innovation Precinct or Innovation
District, explain clearly what it is to avoid confusing the Innovation
‘Corridor’ with the Eastern Economic ‘Corridor’ shown in the figure
on page 8 and discussed on pages 10 and 11.
The Randwick Health and Education Precinct/Collaboration Area
should be recognised as:



1

Part of the Eastern Economic Corridor
An Innovation Precinct/District in its own right

Randwick’s innovation status stems from it being home to a major
university, four major hospitals and nine world‐leading medical
research institutes. UNSW has established the Centre for Innovation
and Entrepreneurship, initiated over 100 student start‐ups,
innovation incubators and accelerators, nation research centres of
excellence, embedded industry engagement and an expansive
national and international reach and collaboration.
Randwick demonstrates expansive collaboration between the
stakeholders.
In addition, the economic contribution of UNSW is over $158 billion
annually to the national economy from research impact.
Innovation is therefore core to Randwick however, innovation is not
prominent in the detailed discussion of the Randwick Collaboration
Area on page 64.
8 ‐ 11

Greater Sydney’s Economic Corridor
Greater Sydney’s Economic Corridor has high concentrations
of jobs with good road and public transport connectivity and
high levels of interaction between business and people.

Planning Priority E1: Planning for a
city supported by infrastructure

19

It is unclear from the figure on page 8 nor from page 58 whether
Randwick is with in the Eastern Economic Corridor or not. For the
reasons outlined above it should be included in the Economic
Corridor.

Planning and investment will with strengthen this corridor.

It is noted that A Plan for Growing Sydney more generally defines
a Global Economic Corridor that includes Randwick. It is not
clearly explained in the draft District Plan why this concept and its
designated area has changed.

Growth Infrastructure Compacts

Supported

To align infrastructure with growth, a growth infrastructure
compact approach could be used.

A Growth Infrastructure Compact that is complementary to a Place
Strategy and Infrastructure Plan for the Randwick Collaboration
Area, should be developed.

This approach is being piloted in Greater Paramatta and the
Olympic Peninsula.
The compact would identify possible scenarios for land use
and infrastructure to assess optimal land use, infrastructure
investment and community outcomes.
Action 3: Align forecast growth with infrastructure

2

Matters that should be investigated include:






Scenarios for future land use and infrastructure
Aligning forecast growth with infrastructure
Aligning infrastructure provision with a Place Strategy
The adaptability and shared use of infrastructure
Strategies to influence behaviour changes

Action 4: Sequence infrastructure provision using a place‐
based approach
Action 5: Consider the adaptability of infrastructure and its
potential shared use
Action 6: Maximise the utility of existing infrastructure and
consider strategies to influence behaviour changes.
Planning Priority E2: Working
through collaboration

20 ‐ 22

Collaboration Areas

Supported

Collaboration Areas deliver collective responses that support
growth and change. This will be undertaken by identifying
and aligning the activities and investments of government
and stakeholders.

A Place Strategy and Infrastructure Plan for the Randwick
Collaboration Area should be prepared (subject to the clarification
below).

The outputs of the collaborations are a Place Strategy and an
Infrastructure Plan that provide certainty to the community
and the private sector and direct the NSW government’s
investment and policies to achieving great places.
The Randwick health and education precinct is a
Collaboration Area. The focus will be on integrated place
management, strategy drivers, economic productivity,
sustainability and infrastructure alignment.
Action 7: Identify, prioritise and deliver Collaboration Areas

Further Consideration Required
The draft District Plan highlights the importance of preparing a Place
Strategy, an Infrastructure Plan and other documents before a
Council can amend its LEP. However, the draft Plan does not clearly
explain the scope and level of detail expected within the Place
Strategy or Infrastructure Plan, or in fact whether they are two
separate, but related documents or one combined document.
There are different understandings of what constitutes
infrastructure (e.g. transport, utility services, social) and places (e.g.
Local Government Areas, Wards, Collaboration Areas, smaller
precincts).
It is unclear if the scope of a Place Strategy embraces high‐level
statements regarding proposed urban form and open space for
example, or streetscape design and public realm landscaping
strategies etc at a more fine‐grained level.
The reference on page 20 to the Randwick health and education
precinct should also refer to Randwick TAFE, medical research
institutes, the Australian Turf Club and other stakeholders as
appropriate.

Planning Priority E3: Providing
services and social infrastructure to
meet people’s changing needs

26 ‐ 29

Increased Shared/More Flexible Use and Accessibility to
Facilities and Resources
Infrastructure can be adapted and shared for different uses

3

Supported
A Place Strategy and Infrastructure Plan should be prepared for the
Randwick Collaboration Area that includes:

e.g. school and open space facilities, when not otherwise
required.



More medium density housing and walkable
neighbourhoods create opportunities for older people.



Public places and community facilities must be designed so
that people of all ages can participate in community life.

Opportunities for shared and co‐located sports and
recreation facilities including shared school grounds
More medium density housing within walking distance of
public facilities and resources

Further Consideration Required
UNSW seeks further engagement with key stakeholders on school
planning for the Collaboration Area and surrounds as there is a
significant pipeline effect to university undergraduate enrolments.
UNSW also has expansive engagement with schools aimed at
improving educational outcomes.
The actions on page 29 should include “Support opportunities for
tertiary and vocational education and training to meet the needs of
the District and the Greater Sydney Region.

Planning Priority E4: Fostering
healthy, creative, culturally rich and
socially connected communities

30 ‐ 34

Walkability and Connectivity

Supported

Walkable streets provide accessible and safe connections to
schools, daily needs and recreation facilities and encourage
greater physical activity and social connection.

A Place Strategy and Infrastructure Plan should be prepared for the
Randwick Collaboration Area that includes:


Connectivity of, and access to, diverse open space and
opportunities for recreational activity are essential



Social connectors provide opportunities for people to
connect and include education facilities and libraries



Place‐based planning will enhance social and economic
participation.
Action 10: Deliver inclusive places by providing walkable
places and co‐locating schools, social, health, sporting,
cultural and shared facilities
Action 13: Facilitate opportunities for creative and artistic
expression and participation
Action 14: Strengthen social connections within and
between communities
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Walkable streets with connections to daily needs, open
space and recreation facilities
Opportunities to co‐locate schools, social, health, sporting
and cultural facilities
Opportunities to enhance creative and artistic
expression/participation leveraged off the activities at
UNSW and NIDA

Further Consideration Required
The NSW Office of Sport (page 33) should involve more stakeholders
than just Councils in the development of a Sport and Recreation
Participation Strategy and Facility Plan. UNSW, schools, the
Australian Turf Club, Centennial Park and others within and adjacent
to the Collaboration Area contribute significantly to sporting
participation.
Action 14 should recognise that areas adjacent to the Randwick
Health and Education Precinct need to be a priority for
strengthening social connections ‐ as demonstrated by the white

areas shown in Figure 7 (page 32).
Planning Priority E5: Providing
housing supply, choice and
affordability, with access to jobs and
services

35 ‐ 43

Housing Diversity, Affordability and Accessibility

Supported

Locational criteria for urban renewal includes accessibility to
the CBD and South East Light Rail, accessibility to jobs, and
centres within walking distance of light rail, rail and bus
transport.

Five, 10 and 20‐year housing strategies for the Randwick LGA should
be prepared by Council in consultation with UNSW and Health
Infrastructure NSW (subject to the clarification below with regards
student and key worker needs).

Housing strategies are to meet five and 10‐year targets and
identify capacity to deliver the 20‐year district supply.

Further Consideration Required

Opportunities to support housing affordability and diversity
include more compact housing to support key workers in
health and education precincts.
Action 15: Prepare local or district housing strategies

Under Housing Preferences (page 36) several dot points incorrectly
refer to ‘the Central District’ instead of ‘the Eastern City District’.
The criteria for urban renewal (page 40) should also include “Enable
access to heath and education precincts and strategic centres”.
Action 15 should be expanded to ensure that the housing needs of
students and key workers are met within Health and Education
Precincts. There is currently a significant gap between demand and
supply in student accommodation and key worker housing in
Randwick.
The Affordable Rental Housing Scheme should be expanded to
recognise student housing.
Figure 12 (page 37) and Figure 13 (page 41) show Randwick as a
Strategic Centre. However, it is also a Health and Education Precinct
and Collaboration Area. See also comments above in response to
pages 8 and 9.

Planning Priority E6: Creating and
renewing great places and local
centres, and respecting the District’s
heritage

44 ‐ 49

Place‐based Planning for Centres

Supported

Matters for consideration in place‐based planning include:

A Place Strategy and Infrastructure Plan for the Randwick
Collaboration Area should be prepared (subject to the clarification
below) that includes consideration of all the dot points highlighted
in the adjoining column of this table.










Public realm and open space
Transit‐oriented development and co‐located
facilities and social infrastructure
Walking, cycling and public transport connections
Retail and/or commercial floor space
Arts and creative enterprise
The night‐time economy
Community and cultural facilities and services
Residential development within walkable distance

5

Further Consideration Required
Figure 15 (page 47) shows Randwick as a Strategic Centre. However,
it is also a Health and Education Precinct and Collaboration Area.
See also comments above in response to pages 8 and 9.
The draft Plan does not clearly explain the scope and level of detail



of a centre
Parking that is adaptable to future uses and takes
account of access to public transport, walking and
cycling connections

Action 17: Deliver great places using a place‐based
collaborative approach for planning, design, development
and management.

expected within the Place Strategy or Infrastructure Plan, or in fact
whether they are two separate, but related documents or one
combined document.
There are different understandings of what constitutes
infrastructure and what places are. See also comments above in
response to pages 20‐22.

Action 19: Use place‐based planning to support the role of
centres as a focus for connected neighbourhoods.
Action 20: In Collaboration Areas investigate opportunities
for precinct‐based parking and infrastructure and the
capacity to accommodate diverse activities over time.
Productivity

50 ‐ 51

Growing Strategic Centres and Health and Education
Precincts
Randwick is an innovation, health and education precinct.

Further Consideration Required
The innovation precinct concept is not clearly explained or defined
in the draft Plan. See also the comments above in response to page
10.
Given the role of UNSW in innovation research and technologies, an
Innovation Precinct/District designation is considered appropriate
for the Randwick Health and Education Precinct and Collaboration
Area. See also the comments above in response to page 10.
Page 50 of the draft Plan states that Randwick is an innovation
precinct and then on page 60 describes it as having the potential to
become an Innovation District.
Innovation and research should be included as a prominent part of
the discussion of the Randwick Collaboration Area on page 64.
Page 50 refers to six strategic centres and two health and education
precincts in the Eastern City District. However, Figure 17 (page 51)
shows nine strategic centres and no health and education precincts.
It is unclear throughout the draft Plan which centres are Strategic
Centres and which are Health and Education Precincts, or both. See
also comments above in response to pages 8 and 9.

Planning Priority E7: Growing a
stronger and more competitive

52 ‐ 57

Eastern Economic Corridor

Further Consideration Required

The Eastern Economic Corridor stretches from Macquarie

It is unclear from the earlier figure on page 8, or the statements on

6

Harbour CBD

Park to Port Botany.
The Corridor includes four major university campuses and
three principal referring hospitals.

Innovation Corridor
The Camperdown‐Ultimo health and education precinct is
part of the Innovation Corridor along the western and
southern fringes of the Harbour CBD.
The opportunities to grow this precinct are further discussed
in Planning Priority E8.

page 53 whether Randwick is with in the Eastern Economic
Corridor or not. Given that the Randwick Collaboration Area
contains two UNSW campuses, a TAFE, four major hospitals, in
addition to its role as a centre for research and innovation it should
be included in the Economic Corridor. See also comments above in
response to pages 8‐11.
The innovation precinct concept is not clearly explained or defined
in the draft Plan. Further, there is confusion in the use of mixed
wording between innovation Corridor, Innovation Precinct and
Innovation District throughout the draft Plan.
It is suggested that the Plan refers to either an Innovation Precinct
or Innovation District, and explain clearly what it is to avoid
confusing the Innovation ‘Corridor’ with the Eastern Economic
‘Corridor’.
See also comments above in response to page 10 and pages 50‐51.

Planning Priority E8: Growing and
investing in health and education
precincts and the Innovation
Corridor

58 ‐ 65

Innovation Corridor

Further Consideration Required

Figure 19: Innovation Corridor, Harbour CBD

Figure 19 indicates an area that is conceptually most unlike a
corridor.
The innovation precinct concept is not clearly explained or defined
in the draft Plan. Further, there is confusion in the use of mixed
wording between innovation Corridor, Innovation Precinct and
Innovation District on pages 58 and 60 and throughout the draft
Plan.
It is suggested that the Plan refers to either an Innovation Precinct
or Innovation District, explain clearly what it is to avoid confusing
the Innovation ‘Corridor’ with the Eastern Economic ‘Corridor’. See
comments above in response to pages 10 and 8‐11.

Health and Education Precincts

Supported

Health and education precincts are important locations for
knowledge‐intensive jobs, innovation and service delivery.
The co‐location of hospitals, universities, start‐ups and
innovation industries creates a dynamic cross‐fertilisation of
opportunities

7

The designation of Randwick as a health and education precinct is
supported, but the Plan should make clear that it is also a strategic
centre (see comments above in response to pages 8 and 9.

Randwick health and education precinct has the potential to
become an Innovation District.
Figure 20: Maturity pathway for health and education
precincts

Further Consideration Required
The statement on page 60 that the Randwick Health and Education
Precinct has the potential to become an Innovation District is not
understood.
Given the role of UNSW in innovation research and technologies, an
Innovation Precinct/District designation is considered appropriate
for the Randwick Health and Education Precinct/Collaboration Area.
See also the comments above in response to page 10.
Furthermore, Figure 20 is overly complicated. The term Innovation
District is confusing ‐ the draft Plan having previously referred to an
Innovation Corridor and Innovation Precinct.

Camperdown‐Ultimo Collaboration Area
The Commission will facilitate collaboration with key
stakeholders and agencies by:









Creating a global brand and identity to attract
talent and investment
Generating growth in economic activity,
employment and investment
Capitalising on the unique elements of existing
assets
Establishing, enhancing and promoting the
interdependencies between health and education
and the growth of innovation, start‐up and creative
industries
Improving transport, walking and cycling
connections between key hubs
Upgrading the public domain through new place‐
making initiatives
Supporting a range of housing types and price
points for key workers and students

Further Consideration Required
The Commission’s approach to the Camperdown‐Ultimo
Collaboration Area as opposed to that of Randwick in the draft Plan
is not understood. The approach should be the same for both.
It is unclear for example, why the statements on page 62 and
highlighted in the dot points in the adjoining column of this table,
would not equally apply to the Randwick Collaboration Area.
The statements made on page 64 in relation to Randwick are not
disputed, but the reason for different statements between the two
Collaboration Areas is not understood, particularly when many
issues and strategies are obviously the same for both.
Further, innovation is not prominent in the detailed discussion of
the Randwick Collaboration Area on page 64. See also the comments
above in response to page 10.

Supported

Randwick Collaboration Area
The area presents an opportunity to deliver significant
economic benefits through the agglomeration of health,

8

Designation of the Randwick Health and Education Precinct as a
Collaboration Area also, is strongly supported.

research and education services.
The Commission will facilitate the collaboration of key
stakeholders to focus on:












Protecting and supporting the growth of core
health and education activity
Supporting the growth of innovation and advanced
research industries
Attracting a skilled workforce of scholars,
researchers, lecturers and students
Greater connectivity across the Collaboration Area
Activating High Street including initiatives to
promote affordable housing for students and key
workers
Improving transport, walking and cycling
connections
Aligning with Council's redevelopment of
Kensington and Kingsford
Integrating key surrounding centres and facilities
including Randwick Junction and Randwick
Racecourse
Capitalising on the proposed mass‐transit solution
for the south east of the District
Enhancing east‐west public transport connections
More efficient approaches to energy, water and
waste

Action 26: Facilitate health and education precincts
Action 28: Deliver and implement a Place Strategy and
Infrastructure Plan for the Randwick health and education
precinct
Planning Priority E10: Delivering
integrated land use and transport
planning and a 30‐minute city

69 ‐ 73

Improving Access to Local Jobs and Services, Walking and
Cycling and Adaptable Infrastructure
Access to strategic centres will be supported by the train
network, intermediate transit modes and an improved road
network.

9

A Place Strategy and Infrastructure Plan for the Randwick
Collaboration Area should be prepared (subject to the clarification
below) that includes consideration of all the dot points highlighted
in the adjoining column of this table.
Further Consideration Required
The focus on integrating key centres and facilities with the
Collaboration Area is supported. However, it should be noted that
Randwick Junction, the Spot, NIDA and the Racecourse are within
the Collaboration Area as shown in Figure 22 (page 65); they do not
surround it as stated on page 64.
Key facilities that do in fact surround the Collaboration Area and
which should be integrated with it are Centennial Park and the
Randwick Boys and Girls High Schools. Centennial Park has a role to
play in connecting with the Green Grid, and the two high schools
present opportunities for shared use of facilities and open space – a
strategy suggested elsewhere in the draft Plan.
The Plan should therefore make mention of Centennial Park and the
two high schools as having opportunities to integrate with the
Randwick Collaboration Area.
Furthermore, the Randwick Collaboration Area is a centre for
research – not just for health, education and innovation. Much of
the activity, benefit and world‐wide impact relates to research, not
just at the innovation end of the research process. The importance
of research to the Randwick Collaboration Area should be
highlighted in the draft Plan. See also comments above in response
to page 10.
In addition, the focus to align with Council's redevelopment of
Kensington and Kingsford should be expanded to include Randwick
Junction.
Supported
A Place Strategy and Infrastructure Plan for the Randwick
Collaboration Area should be prepared that includes:


Integration of bus, light rail, rail and cycle planning by

Key elements include CBD and South East Light Rail
extension to Maroubra Junction




Bus service initiatives include improvements to complement
CBD and South East Light Rail
Transport for NSW will focus on completing key missing links
in the bicycle network within five kilometres of strategic
centres.



Transport for NSW
Recognition of future transport and infrastructure corridors
Innovative approaches to the operation of businesses,
educational and institutional establishments to improve the
performance of the transport network
Urban development and employment uses that are
integrated with the CBD and South East Light Rail

Cycle improvements include South East Light Rail links

The transport initiatives shown in the figure Intermediate Transit
2036 (page 71) are supported subject to the considerations outlined
below.

Action 31: Integrate land use and transport plans to deliver
the 30‐minute city

Further Consideration Required

Action 32: Investigate, plan and protect future transport and
infrastructure corridors

The figure on page 71 shows the Randwick Health and Education
Precinct connected with other centres via a new train/mass transit
corridor and an on‐street light rail rapid bus network.

Action 33: Support innovative approaches to the operation
of business, educational and institutional establishments
Action 35: Plan for urban development, better places and
employment uses that are integrated with the CBD and
South East Light Rail.
Action 36: Investigate and plan for the land use implications
of long‐term transport connections.

In its submission to the draft Future Transport Strategy 2056, UNSW
outlined growth initiatives for the Randwick Health and Education
Precinct. Having regard to these initiatives, UNSW is of the view that
the CBD South East Light Rail corridor will reach capacity by 2025, if
not before.
In the draft Future Transport Strategy, initiatives for investigation
(10 ‐ 20 years) include a new train/mass transit corridor from the
Harbour CBD to Maroubra Junction and Malabar. However, some
diagrams include a stop at Randwick while others do not.
UNSW strongly supports an upgrading of the CBD South East Light
Rail to a train/mass transit corridor and an extension to Malabar,
but advocates that:
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The investigation for this corridor should be brought
forward from 10 ‐ 20 years to 0 ‐ 10 years



The introduction of a train line (e.g. Metro) will be required
to service the Randwick Health and Education Precinct in
the long term



A stop should be provided along the corridor within the
Randwick Precinct

UNSW also strongly supports the light rail/rapid bus connections
linking the Randwick Health and Education Precinct with Maroubra
Junction, Bondi Junction, Green Square and Sydney University.
However, re‐iterating the comment above that the CBD South East
Light Rail corridor will reach capacity by 2025 (if not before), UNSW
advocates that:

Planning Priority E11: Growing
investment, business opportunities
and jobs in strategic centres

74 ‐ 83



Bus services between the Kensington campus, Maroubra
Junction, Bondi Junction, Green Square and Central should
remain to supplement the light rail service when it opens in
2019



The investigations for light rail/rapid bus connections
linking the Randwick Health and Education Precinct with
Maroubra Junction, Bondi Junction, Green Square and
Sydney University should be fast‐tracked to 0 – 5 years

Growth, Innovation and Evolution of Centres

Supported

Randwick is designated as a strategic centre

A Place Strategy and Infrastructure Plan for the Randwick
Collaboration Area should be prepared that includes:

Some strategic centres are part of the Eastern Economic
Corridor
All strategic centres include the following expectations:






High levels of private sector investment
Flexibility to choose where and when to invest
Co‐location of a wide mix of activities
High levels of amenity and walkability
Areas identified for commercial uses and
commercial cores

Action 37: Provide access to jobs, goods and services in
centres
Action 38: Prioritise public transport investment to deliver
the 30‐minute city objective for strategic centres along the
economic corridor
Action 39: Co‐locate health, education, social and
community facilities in strategic centres along the economic
corridor
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The co‐location of a wide mix of activities including health,
education, social and community facilities
High levels of amenity and walkability to jobs, goods and
services
Areas identified for commercial uses
Public transport priorities to deliver the 30‐minute city
Opportunities for new smart work hubs

Further Consideration Required
It is unclear from the map and elsewhere in the draft Plan that
Health and Education Precincts are also Strategic Centres. See
comments above in response to pages 8 and 9.
Furthermore, Kogarah is shown on many figures in the draft Plan as
a strategic centre, but is missing from the statements on page 74
and from discussion with the other strategic centres on pages 77‐83.
It is unclear whether Randwick is within the Eastern Economic
Corridor or not. See comments above in response to pages 8‐11 and
52‐57.

Action 42: Review the current planning controls and create
capacity to achieve the job targets for each of the strategic
centres
Action 43: Prioritise strategic, land use and infrastructure
plans for growing centres
Action 44: Encourage opportunities for new smart work
hubs

Planning Priority E13: Supporting
growth of targeted industry sectors

88 ‐ 89

Growth of International Education, Start‐ups, Tourism and
the Night Time Economy
The sectors of focus for the District with most potential to
be globally competitive and create jobs include:






International students
Start‐ups and digital innovation
Tourism
Infrastructure and smart cities
Creative industries

Action 53: When preparing plans for tourism and visitation
consider:






Encouraging a range of well‐designed and located
facilities
Enhancing the amenity, vibrancy and safety of
centres, places and precincts
Supporting places for artistic and cultural activities
Improving public facilities and access
Supporting appropriate growth of the night‐time
economy

Action 55: Consider opportunities to implement place‐based
initiatives to attract more visitors, improve visitor
experiences and ensure connections to transport at key
tourist attractions

Page 76 makes the statement “Built form is also critical to facilitate
the transition of centres with health and education to facilitate more
mature innovation precincts.” This is at odds with Figure 20 (page
60) that refers to a maturity pathway to an Innovation District.
The innovation precinct concept is not clearly explained or defined
in the draft Plan and there is confusion in the use of mixed wording
between innovation Corridor, Innovation Precinct and Innovation
District throughout the draft Plan. See also comments above in
response to page 10.
Supported
A Place Strategy and Infrastructure Plan for the Randwick
Collaboration Area should be prepared that includes:


A range of well‐designed and accessible public facilities



Enhancing the amenity, vibrancy and safety of places



Supporting places for artistic and cultural activities
leveraged off UNSW and NIDA



Developing the night ‐time economy leveraged off UNSW
and the local town centres of Randwick, Kensington and
Kingsford

Further Consideration Required
In its submission to the draft Future Transport Strategy 2056, UNSW
outlined the impact that that international students have on
transport and tourism in Greater Sydney.
Greater Sydney is not just a global tourist and skilled worker
destination, but also a key destination for international students – at
both secondary and tertiary education levels. Sydney is home to an
estimated 50,000 international students studying at the city's
universities, with another 50,000 studying vocational and English
courses. Their impact on transport and tourism has been overlooked
in the draft District Plan.
The following matters should therefore be considered:
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Planning Priority E17: Increasing
urban tree canopy cover and
delivering Green Grid connections

99 ‐ 103



International students travel to and from Sydney Airport at
peak times during the year



Relatives and friends attend from overseas for student
graduation ceremonies and often combine these trips with
visits to Sydney tourist destinations



International students have preferences with regards to
housing location and affordability



Transport stops need clear directional signage for students
unfamiliar with Sydney



Frequent, speedy, affordable and safe public transport is
needed, given that many international students also work
part time in the evenings and weekends

Connecting the Greater Sydney Green Grid

Supported

The Greater Sydney Green Grid sets a long‐term vision for a
network of high quality green areas.

The long term for the Greater Sydney Green Grid in the Eastern City
District as shown on Figure 25 (page 103) is supported. It is noted
that future Green Grid opportunities for Randwick include
connections to Centennial Park and the Strategic Centres at Green
Square and Maroubra Junction.

Figure 25: Eastern City Green Grid opportunities
Councils will lead delivery of the Green Grid through land
use planning and infrastructure investment mechanisms.
The Principal Bicycle Network developed by Transport for
NSW will be integrated with the Green Grid.
Action 65: Progressively refine the detailed design and
delivery of Green Grid priority opportunities and
connections

Action 65 to progressively refine the detailed design and delivery of
the Green Grid priorities and connections is supported.
A Place Strategy and Infrastructure Plan for the Randwick
Collaboration Area should include:



Green Grid connections including linking Centennial Park
with Randwick Racecourse (see below)
Integration of the Green Grid with the Principal Bicycle
Network

Further Consideration Required
Figure 25 (page 103) shows Randwick as a Strategic Centre. It is
unclear from this figure and elsewhere in the draft Plan that some
Strategic Centres are also Health and Education Precincts. See
comments above in response to pages 8 & 9.
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Randwick Racecourse
Figure 25: Eastern City Green Grid opportunities.

Figure 25 omits Randwick Racecourse from the Green Grid, but it is
clearly part of Sydney’s open space network as shown on drawings
in The Green Grid by the NSW Government Architect’s Office (see
attached map extracts).
As Crown land the Racecourse represents opportunities to connect
to Centennial Park as part of the Green Grid. This would provide
healthy lifestyle benefits to residents of, and visitors to, the
Randwick Health and Education Precinct/Collaboration Area.

Planning Priority E18: Delivering high
quality open space

104 ‐ 106

Access to Open Space

Supported

Greater emphasis will be needed on improving the quality
and distribution of open space, including sporting facilities.

Action 66 to maximise the use of open space and complement the
Greater Sydney Greed Grid is supported.

Figure 26: Eastern City District access to open space

A Place Strategy and Infrastructure Plan for the Randwick
Collaboration Area should include:

Active open space is in high demand across the District.
Action 66: Maximise the use of existing open space and
protect, enhance and expand public open space.






Opportunities to expand a network of diverse, accessible,
high quality open space
Shared and co‐located sports and recreation facilities
including shared school grounds such as Randwick Boys and
Randwick Girls High Schools and partial use of the Randwick
Racecourse (see clarification required below)
Complimenting the Greater Sydney Green Grid including
linking Centennial Park with Randwick Racecourse (see
comments above in response to page 99‐103)

Further Consideration Required

Randwick Racecourse
Figure 26: Eastern City District access to open space
The District’s major sports and recreation facilities include
Randwick Racecourse
Any land or facilities in public ownership should be retained
as open space and transition to shared open space and
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Figure 26 (page 105) shows Randwick as a Strategic Centre. It is
unclear from this figure and elsewhere in the draft Plan that some
Strategic Centres are also Health and Education Precincts. See
comments above in response to pages 8 & 9.
Figure 26 omits Randwick Racecourse from the open space network,
but it is clearly part of Sydney’s open space network as shown on
drawings in The Green Grid by the NSW Government Architect’s
Office (see attached map extracts).
As Crown land the Racecourse represents opportunities to use part

facilities.
For land in private ownership, there may be opportunities
for part of the land to be repurposed or set aside for open or
shared spaces.

Planning Priority E19: Reducing
carbon emissions and managing
energy, water and waste efficiently

107 ‐ 109

More Efficient Approaches to Energy, Water and Waste
Management
The District has an opportunity to include precinct‐wide
energy, water and waste efficiency systems for Collaboration
Areas.
A place‐based approach achieves the best sustainability
outcomes including organising utilities, car parking and open
space.
Building on existing public transport connections can reduce
greenhouse emissions, levels of noise and air pollution.
The Randwick Health and Education Precinct presents a
unique opportunity to investigate more efficient approaches
to energy, water and waste management.
List of Actions on page 109 to encourage more efficient
energy, water and waste systems.

of the land for a wider range of open space activities, sports and
recreation facilities. This would provide economic and healthy
lifestyle benefits to residents of, and visitors to, the Randwick Health
and Education Precinct/Collaboration Area.

Supported
The list of Actions on page 109 to encourage more efficient energy,
water and waste systems are supported and UNSW would welcome
the opportunity to explore its research strengths to support
Planning Priority E19.
A Place Strategy and Infrastructure Plan for the Randwick
Collaboration Area should include the investigation of opportunities
for the UNSW Kensington campus and the Randwick Hospitals
campus to:





Become a low‐carbon precinct
Increase renewable energy, and energy and water
efficiency
Support innovative solutions and research to reduce the
volume of waste
Collaborate on shared use of utilities, car parking and open
space

In addition, the University’s research and innovation capability could
collaborate with government agencies on:




New transport technologies to further reduce greenhouse
emissions, and levels of noise and air pollution
Low carbon emission initiatives
Improved energy, water and waste efficiency

UNSW has a Low Carbon Futures Research Institute, a strong
renewable energy focus, a Global Water Institute and a SMaRT
centre of research excellence which focusses on turning waste into a
commercial product.
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Implementation

114 ‐ 117

Updating Local Environmental Plans

Supported

On finalisation of the District Plan, Councils are required to
update their LEPs to give effect to the District Plan.

The necessity for Councils to update their LEPs to give effect to the
District Plan and the timing to undertake this task are supported.

Council's are required to complete the LEP updates within 3
years of the finalisation of the District Plan.
Figure 30: Roles of planning authorities in Greater Sydney

Further Consideration Required
The draft District Plan highlights the importance of preparing a Place
Strategy, an Infrastructure Plan and other documents before a
Council can amend its LEP. However, the draft Plan does not clearly
explain the scope and level of detail expected within the Place
Strategy or Infrastructure Plan, or in fact whether they are two
separate, but related documents or one combined document.
There are different understandings of what constitutes
infrastructure and what places are. See also comments above in
response to pages 20‐22.
The uncertainty is compounded by Figure 30 (page 115) which
indicates the planning hierarchy and the roles of planning
authorities. However, the draft Plan does not explain (for example)
what are State Government Priority Precincts or Local Government
local strategic planning statements, or how these relate to a Health
and Education Precinct or a Place Strategy respectively.
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